Kinetics of the slow variation of peak sodium current in the membrane of myelinated nerve following changes of holding potential or extracellular pH.
(1) Changes of the holding potential applied to the membrane of myelinated nerve fibres induced slow variations of the peak sodium current, which are super-imposed on the effect of sodium inactivation. (2) These slow variations are transitions between various steady levels of available sodium conductance. Their time course can be described by the function erfc (square root t/tau) where tau is the time and erfc the error function complement. The characteristic time tau lies in the range 2-4 min and depends on the membrane potential. (3) Changes of extracellular pH cause a rapid change of the peak sodium current followed by a slow variation as observed after changes of the holding potential. This slow variation can be prevented by applying simultaneously an appropriate change of the holding potential, e.g. the effect of changing pH from 7.3 to 5.3 is balanced by changing the potential from --70 to --55 mV. (4) The results are interpreted by postulating charged components diffusion slowly within the nodal membrane. Their transverse distribution controls the number of sodium channels available at a given membrane potential. The equivalence between change of pH and voltage is explained by assuming negative fixed charges at the outer surface of the membrane, which are protonated at low pH and thus affect the intrinsic membrane potential. (5) It is concluded that effects which are ascribed to the action of agents on individual sodium channels have to be corrected for variations in the number of available channels if these agents influence the intrinsic membrane potential, e.g. changes of extracellular pH.